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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
What is shown in this PCAP file?
A. The protocol is TCP.
B. The User-Agent is Mozilla/5.0.
C. The HTTP GET is encoded.
D. Timestamps are indicated with error.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A security analyst is preparing for the company's upcoming
audit Upon review of the company's latest vulnerability scan,
the security analyst finds the following open issues:
Which of the following vulnerabilities should be prioritized
for remediation FIRST?
A. Microsoft Windows SMB service enumeration via \srvsvc
B. Unsupported web server detection
C. ICMP timestamp request remote date disclosure
D. Anonymous FTP enabled
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
SNMP is a protocol used to query hosts, servers, and devices
about performance or health status data. This protocol has long
been used by hackers to gather great amount of information
about remote hosts. Which of the following features makes this
possible?
(Choose two.)
A. It is used by all network devices on the market.
B. It used TCP as the underlying protocol.
C. It uses community string that is transmitted in clear text.
D. It is susceptible to sniffing.
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:
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